2019 IMPACT STATEMENT

NEW INROADS FOR WORKPLACE INCLUSION

4 MILLION+ WORKERS
Reached when 40 companies accessed resources to build inclusive work environments through our Corporate Membership Program

608,000+ EMPLOYEES
Impacted by companies completing our Corporate Religious Diversity Assessment to evaluate and enhance religious inclusion in the workplace

EXPANDING EQUITY IN HEALTH CARE

420+ MEDICAL STUDENTS & EDUCATORS
Honed their patient care skills with our innovative virtual learning program - the SimClinic

20 HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONALS AND ADVOCATES
Shared experiences and best practices for caring for LGBTQ patients in faith-based care at our spring round table

EDUCATING FOR RESPECT AND AGAINST EXTREMISM

43,000+ STUDENTS
Served by 600+ educators and advocates who downloaded curricula to teach respect for difference

2,700+ PEOPLE
Reached with our public education materials to identify and act against religious bigotry and stereotyping

STRENGTHENING GLOBAL PEACEBUILDING

880,000 STUDENTS & FACULTY
 Reached by Tanenbaum Peacemakers in Action and 157+ partnerships and 21 community programs created

17 PEACEMAKERS IN ACTION
Created new pathways for peace at the summer Working Retreat

1. Tanenbaum Deputy CEO, Mark Fowler, with Disney Table at Tanenbaum’s Religious Diversity Leadership Summit
2. Tanenbaum Peacemakers in Action Pastor James Wuye (Nigeria), Dr. Yeheskel Landau (Israel/Palestine) and Imam Muhammad Ashafa (Nigeria) at the United Nations